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Word Study Kit 

Thank you for purchasing our word study kit. It is intended for use in the Lower Elementary 
classroom for all levels 1‐3. Here is a suggested outline and sequence for the different activities 
for each level. Of course, feel free to alter these according to the abilities of your children in 
your own classroom. 

Level 1 

Alphabetizing Introduction, Levels 1 and 2 

Compound Words Introduction, and 1‐3 

Antonyms Introduction, and 1‐3 

Contractions Introduction, and 1‐3 

Classification Introduction and 1‐4 

Synonyms Introduction and 1‐2 

Level 2 

Compound Words 4‐7 

Rhyming words 1‐5 

Antonyms 4‐7 

Classification 5‐9 

Synonyms 3‐5 

Possessives Introduction, and 1‐5 

Plurals Introduction and 1a 1b 1c 1d,   2a 2b 2c 2d,  3a 3b 3c 3d 

Level 3 

Homophones Introduction and 1‐5 

Prefix Introduction and 1‐8 

Suffix 1‐12 

 

Thank you, 

The ETC Team 



Alphabetizing Level 1

1) and
2) bat
3) dog
4) fog
5) hill
6) jump
7) lift
8) mother
9) pig
10) sand
11) wet
12) yell

1) bike
2) cover
3) desert
4) fast
5) get
6) igloo
7) jacket
8) lamp
9) nap
10) queen
11) rest
12) under

1) apple
2) clock
3) egg
4) good
5) kiss
6) live
7) must
8) open
9) river
10) turtle
11) upon
12) zebra

1) bird
2) cow
3) dog
4) goat
5) horse
6) jackal
7) llama
8) mouse
9) pig
10) raccoon
11) swan
12) walrus

1) cygnet
2) donkey
3) eaglet
4) fawn
5) gosling
6) joey
7) kitten
8) lamb
9) nymph
10) owlet
11) piglet
12) tadpole

1) ape
2) badger
3) cockroach
4) eel
5) goose
6) hippopotamus
7) jackrabbit
8) lizard
9) moose
10) rooster
11) starfish
12) wolf

1) ant
2) bath
3) caterpillar
4) duck
5) eagle
6) fish
7) goose
8) grasshopper
9) leopard
10) mackerel
11) owl
12) quail
13) spider
14) turkey
15) viper
16) wolf
17) yak
18) zebra

Alphabetizing Level 2

1) aunt
2) balloon
3) bead
4) camera
5) mule
6) pigeon
7) post
8) scorpion
9) shark
10) snail
11) uncle
12) wire

1) bank
2) brag
3) bush
4) fix
5) ghost
6) hammer
7) hut
8) kettle
9) kick
10) stump
11) x-ray
12) zipper

1) dime
2) dust
3) edge
4) eight
5) folk
6) high
7) hum
8) impress
9) mailbox
10) mustard
11) over
12) read

1) band
2) batter
3) brush
4) catch
5) dig
6) fast
7) feast
8) feet
9) jar
10) jerk
11) jewel
12) usher

1) gas
2) girl
3) give
4) have
5) hay
6) oak
7) oath
8) patch
9) patrol
10) pest
11) rainbow
12) ranch
13) range
14) simple
15) sink

1) crab
2) crib
3) crust
4) fall
5) fetch
6) feed
7) fellow
8) paddle
9) paddy
10) quail
11) quaint
12) quake

1) safe
2) safety
3) sag
4) tack
5) tackle
6) tact
7) umbrella
8) umpire
9) vapor
10) vaporize
11) whisper
12) whistle



Antonyms

fast wet

lose hard

pull left right

down slow

dry easy difficult find

soft push

antonym 1antonym 1

antonym 1antonym 1

antonym 1 antonym 1

antonym 1antonym 1

antonyms 1

after before hot

cold kind mean little

big off on closed

open come go up
antonym 1

antonym 1

antonym 1

antonym 1

antonym 1

antonym 1

antonym 1

full go stay small

large near far right

wrong new old poor

rich black white
antonym 2antonym 2

antonym 2antonym 2

antonym 2 antonym 2

antonym 2antonym 2

antonyms 2

work play day

night young old below

above give take last

first dark light empty
antonym 2

antonym 2

antonym 2

antonym 2

antonym 2

antonym 2

antonym 2

none king queen lock

unlock absent present brave

scared double single forget

remember lower raise
antonym 3

antonym 3 antonym 3

antonym 3 antonym 3

antonym 3 antonym 3

antonym 3

bright dull early

late take bring always

never asleep awake morning

night noisy quiet all

antonym 3 antonym 3

antonym 3 antonym 3

antonym 3 antonym 3

antonym 3 antonym 3

kind fancy

wide

begin lead follow
antonym 4 antonym 4

antonym 4

antonym 4antonym 4

antonym 4

antonym 4

antonym 4

friend cruel

plain outer inner strong

weak narrow finish

antonym 4

question answer send

receive whisper yell buy

sell true false increase

decrease expensive cheap stranger

antonym 4

antonym 4 antonym 4

antonym 4 antonym 4

antonym 4 antonym 4

antonym 5

smooth north south tame

wild war peace different

same hide show thick

thin warm cool
antonym 5

antonym 5antonym 5

antonym 5antonym 5

antonym 5antonym 5

antonym 5

part whole sink

float sweet sour winter

summer high low cheerful

sad floor ceiling rough
antonym 5

antonym 5

antonym 5

antonym 5

antonym 5

antonym 5

antonym 5

antonym 6

giant import export positive

negative victory defeat destroy

create private public thaw

freeze slavery freedom
antonym 6

antonym 6antonym 6

antonym 6 antonym 6

antonym 6antonym 6

antonym 6

exterior interior fiction

fact moist dry accept

refuse spend save attack

defend depart arrive dwarf
antonym 6antonym 6

antonym 6 antonym 6

antonym 6

antonym 6

antonym 6

antonym 7

warm dusk  dawn funny

serious antonym synonym genuine

fake aquatic terrestrial ancient

modern vertebrate invertebrate
antonym 7

antonym 7antonym 7

antonym 7antonym 7

antonym 7antonym 7

antonym 7

stiff limp solid

gas apart together born

die clutter tidy consider

ignore chaos order chill
antonym 7antonym 7

antonym 7antonym 7

antonym 7 antonym 7

antonym 7

short long black white

ant. intro. ant. intro. ant. intro. ant. intro.

boy girl empty full

ant. intro. ant. intro. ant. intro. ant. intro.

large small rough smooth

ant. intro. ant. intro. ant. intro. ant. intro.

thick thin

ant. intro. ant. intro.

antonyms 1 antonyms 2 antonyms 3

antonyms 4 antonyms 5 antonyms 6

antonyms 7
antonyms intro.



Classification

Classification 1
Shapes- triangle, square, rectangle, rhombus, octagon, oval
Colors-red, blue, green, purple, yellow, black
Numbers- one, two, three, four, five, six
Names- Bob, Alex, Sally, Patsy, Peggy, Dick

Classification 2
Cats- somali, Persian, Siamese, bobtail, tabby, Sphinx
Farm Animals- cow, sheep, bull, pig, chicken, horse
Shoes- boots, heels, tennis, golf, walking, sandals
Jewelry- bracelet, chain, earring, locket, ring, charm

Classification 3 
Foods- meat, artichoke, pasta, cereal, salad, dressing
Buildings- school, dormitory, lodge, restaurant, hospital, clinic
Offices- Department of Treasury, ABC Agency, Lake Job Corps, Division of Fisheries, Eagle Health Clinic, 
                Pass National Forestry

Sports- football, basketball, baseball, soccer, tennis, golf, hockey, volleyball, cycling, rodeo

Classification 4
Food from plants- seeds, wheat, rice, beans, peas, potatoes
Foods from animals- cheese, butter, milk, beef, pork, eggs
Types of schools- elementary, middle, college, primary, private, public
Types of rooms- den, family, storage, office, kitchen, patio



Classification
Classification 5
Countries- United States, France, Saudi Arabia, China, Canada, Mexico
Continents- North America, South America, Africa, Australia, Europe, Asia
Capitals- Athens, Riyadh, Beijing, Cairo, Berlin, Washington D.C., Ottawa, Buenos Aires
Cities- Hong Kong, Athens, Riyadh, Beijing, Cairo, Berlin, Washington D.C., Ottawa, 
   Buenos Aires

Classification 6
Games- arcade, board, word, puzzle, trivia, card
Inventors- Walt Disney, James Watt, Alexander Graham Bell, Benjamin Franklin, Louis Pasteur, Thomas Edison
Astronauts- Buzz Aldrin, Neil Armstrong, John Glenn, James Lovell, Jr., Kathryn Thornton, Allan Shepherd
Artists- Vincent Van Gogh, Henri Matisse, Michelangelo, Claude Monet, Norman Rockwell, Leonardo da Vinci

Classification 7
Mammals- bear, human, elephant, tiger, horse, monkey
Birds- eagle, turkey, blue jay, raven, woodpecker, robin
Amphibians- frog, salamander, toad, bull frog, tadpole, newt
Reptiles- snake, turtle, lizard, dinosaur, king snake, skink

Classification 8
Adjectives- pretty, blue, itchy, silly, mighty, scary
Nouns- hand, boy, girl, book, child, dinner
Verbs- love, receive, make, keep, pick, cut
Prepositions- under, near, behind, above, across, after

Classification 8
Sewing tools- needle, fabric, pins, pattern, thimble, tape measure
Writing tools- pencil, eraser, pen, notebook, paper, dictionary
Kitchen tools- cutting board, knife, ladle, spoon, bowl, spatula
Building tools- chisel, wrench, hammer, saw, screw, vice



 compounds 1 compounds 1

compounds 1 compounds 1

compounds 1compounds 1

compounds 1

bath robe back

bone any body home

sick bed room bill

fold book keeper earth
compounds 1

worthy land

foot along

plane blow out
compounds 1compounds 1

compounds 1compounds 1

compounds 1compounds 1

compounds 1compounds 1

quake trust

mark battle field bare

side air

compounds 2 compounds 2

compounds 2 compounds 2

compounds 2compounds 2

compounds 2

fire man grand

father back ground bed

time under stand bare

back break fast day
compounds 2

compounds 2compounds 2

compounds 2compounds 2

compounds 2compounds 2

compounds 2compounds 2

dream every thing tooth

brush hair cut horse

power land slide moon

light motor cycle

compounds 3

compounds 3compounds 3

compounds 3compounds 3

compounds 3compounds 3

compounds 3

bother some hand

craft every where flash

light hand bag house

wife left over neck

compounds 3compounds 3

compounds 3compounds 3

compounds 3compounds 3

compounds 3compounds 3

lace steam boat store

house by pass candle

stick dough nut eye

sight foot print
compounds 4compounds 4

compounds 4compounds 4

compounds 4compounds 4

compounds 4compounds 4

witness harm less it

self light house north

west some day space

craft street car

compounds 4

compounds 4compounds 4

compounds 4compounds 4

compounds 4 compounds 4

compounds 4

hand some tomb

stone life time net

work news paper care

taker down fall eye

compounds 5compounds 5

compounds 5compounds 5

compounds 5compounds 5

compounds 5

shell side walk child

like down stairs frame

work jack pot live

stock out line

compounds 5

compounds 5

compounds 5compounds 5

compounds 5compounds 5

compounds 5compounds 5

compounds 5

foot step fare

well for get head

ache house boat litter

bug out doors sea

compounds 6compounds 6

compounds 6 compounds 6

compounds 6 compounds 6

compounds 6 compounds 6

way grand mother jelly

fish lone some over

head pig tail play

ground cup cake

compounds 6 compounds 6

compounds 6 compounds 6

compounds 6 compounds 6

compounds 6 compounds 6

head light radio

active run away sea

food clock wise down

town farm yard free

compounds 7compounds 7

compounds 7compounds 7

compounds 7compounds 7

compounds 7compounds 7

land master piece paper

back book shelf head

band side ways south

east boy hood

compounds 7

compounds 7compounds 7

compounds 7compounds 7

compounds 7compounds 7

compounds 7

cow boy dress

maker finger nail friend

ship gentle man high

way over pass main

basket ball basketball

butter cup buttercup

foot ball football

shoe lace shoelace

Compound Words

compound words intro.

compounds 3

compounds 5

compounds 4

compounds 6

compounds 1

compounds 7

compounds 2



Contractions

contractions intro
I am - I’m
do not - don’t
she is - she’s
you will - you’ll
I have - I’ve

contractions 7
might not - mightn’t
ought not - oughtn’t
you are - you’re
they are - they’re
we are - we’re
of the clock - o’clock
it was - t’was

contractions 6
she would - she’d
they would - they’d
you had - you’d
I would - I’d
you would - you’d
we would - we’d
he would - he’d
I am - I’m

contractions 5
should have - should’ve
we have - we’ve
you have - you’ve
would have - would’ve
I had - I’d
might have - might’ve
they have - they’ve
I have - I’ve

contractions 4
I will - I’ll
you will - you’ll
they will - they’ll
it will - it’ll
she will - she’ll
let us - let’s
he will - he’ll
we will - we’ll

contractions 3
what is - what’s
he is - he’s
who is - who’s
that is - that’s
 it is - it’s
here is - here’s
there is - there’s
she is - she’s

contractions 2
have not - hasn’t
should not - shouldn’t
will not - won’t
were not - weren’t
do not - don’t
would not - wouldn’t
was not - wasn’t
must not - mustn’t

contractions 1
had not - hadn’t
could not - couldn’t
cannot - can’t
are not - aren’t
did not - didn’t
is not - isn’t
has not - hasn’t
does not - doesn’t



Homophone

Homophone 1
tolerate - accept

everything but - except
put together - add
advertisement - ad

converse, audible - aloud
permitted - allowed

to remove cover - bare
large mammal - bear

front of boat - bow
tree branch - bough

pertaining to a bride - bridal
part of a horse’s tack - bridle

musical notes - chord
rope - cord

stick in billiards - cue
line of people waiting - queue

to make certain - ensure
to purchase financial protection - insure

Homophone 2
female deer - doe

used for baking - dough
coloring - dyeing

passing away - dying
imaginary small person - fairy

boat - ferry
in the past - formerly

in a formal way - formally
large ape - gorilla

small combat group - guerrilla
outgrowth on skin - hair

rabbit - hare
one who inherits - heir

present in atmosphere - air
this place - here

sense with ears - hear
belonging to it - its

contraction for it is - it’s
vegetable - leek

hole allowing a flow - leak

Homophone 3
postal service - mail

opposite of female - male
layer of the earth - mantle

over fireplace - mantel
to wed - marry
happy - merry

time in a.m. - morning
period of grieving - mourning

time before now - past
past of verb pass - passed

portion - piece
quiet or silence - peace

tip - peak
take a brief look - peek

without possessions - poor
to run out - pour

person of importance - principal
fundamental rule - principle

Homophone 4
water falling from sky - rain

to rule - reign
to increase - raise

beams of light - rays
to put down in letters - write

correct - right
peice of jewelry - ring

to squeeze - wring
appear to - seem

fabric sewn together - seam
vision - sight
a place - site
to quote - cite
likewise - so

to stitch - sew
a few - some

answer when adding - sum
a story - tale

hind part of an animal - tail
a drink - tea

support for a golf ball - tee

Homophone 5
belonging to them - their

that place - there
contraction of they are - they’re

also - too
towards - to

number 2 - two
make a change in - vary

in a high degree - very
to use up, pointless - waste

middle of body - waist
meterological conditions - weather
if something is or is not - whether

to dampen - wet
to sharpen - whet

belonging to - whose
contraction of who is - who’s

what one or ones - which
woman with magical powers - witch

upper-case letter - capital
home of Congress - Capitol

belonging to you - your
contraction of you are - you’re

Homophone intro
part of a plant - flower

you bake with this - flour
covers your head - hair

an animal - hare
fruit - pear

two of - pair
decorates hair - bow

boyfriend - beau
relative - aunt
an insect - ant



Plurals

s bunch

s leg

es ear s
plurals 1aplurals 1a

plurals 1aplurals 1a

plurals 1a plurals 1a

plurals 1aplurals 1a

es eye

es kiss es finger

s flash

plurals 1a plurals 1a

plurals 1a plurals 1a

plurals 1a plurals 1a

plurals 1aplurals 1a

bone s bush

es mix es dress

es arm s toe

s shoulder s fix

plurals 1bplurals 1b

plurals 1bplurals 1b

plurals 1bplurals 1b

plurals 1bplurals 1b

s stretch es dog

s cat s press

es mess es pitch

es pass es

plurals 1b

plurals 1bplurals 1b

plurals 1bplurals 1b

plurals 1bplurals 1b

plurals 1b

state s miss

es farm s trap

s garden s blush

es patch es gate

plurals 1cplurals 1c

plurals 1cplurals 1c

plurals 1cplurals 1c

plurals 1c plurals 1c

s goal s buzz

es box es fizz

es umpire s pool

s lane s

plurals 1c plurals 1c

plurals 1c plurals 1c

plurals 1c plurals 1c

plurals 1c plurals 1c

witch es match

es basket s towel

s ash es tax

es compass es point

plurals 1dplurals 1d

plurals 1dplurals 1d

plurals 1dplurals 1d

plurals 1dplurals 1d

s brush es crutch

es wrench es fruit

s bench es meat

s turnip s

plurals 1d

plurals 1dplurals 1d

plurals 1dplurals 1d

plurals 1dplurals 1d

plurals 1d

pear s fox

es hamburger s couch

es dish es glass

es pea s egg

plurals 2a plurals 2a

plurals 2a plurals 2a

plurals 2a plurals 2a

plurals 2a plurals 2a

ies liberty ies loaf

ves penny ies pony

ies candy ies delivery

ies baggy ies

plurals 2a plurals 2a

plurals 2a plurals 2a

plurals 2a plurals 2a

plurals 2a plurals 2a

party ies bunny

ies baby ies calf

ves mummy ies half

ves kitty ies lady

plurals 2bplurals 2b

plurals 2bplurals 2b

plurals 2bplurals 2b

plurals 2bplurals 2b

ies life ves ruby

ies gypsy ies property

ies worry ies elf

ves fifty ies

plurals 2b

plurals 2bplurals 2b

plurals 2bplurals 2b

plurals 2bplurals 2b

plurals 2b

wife ves puppy

ies study ies booty

ies buggy ies caddy

ies patty ies piggy

plurals 2cplurals 2c

plurals 2cplurals 2c

plurals 2cplurals 2c

plurals 2cplurals 2c

ves story ies century

ies knife ves emergency

ies fantasy ies copy

ies galaxy ies

plurals 2c

plurals 2cplurals 2c

plurals 2cplurals 2c

plurals 2cplurals 2c

plurals 2c

crunchy ies county

ies city ies dictionary

ies memory ies body

ies laboratory ies shelf

plurals 2dplurals 2d

plurals 2dplurals 2d

plurals 2dplurals 2d

plurals 2dplurals 2d

ies spy ies colony

ies berry ies family

ies treaty ies cherry

ies melody ies

plurals 2d

plurals 2dplurals 2d

plurals 2dplurals 2d

plurals 2dplurals 2d

plurals 2d

photocopy ies accessory

ies diary ies fairy

ies bully ies wolf

ves hoof ves canary

plurals 1a plurals 1b plurals 1c

plurals 1d plurals 2a plurals 2b

plurals 2c plurals 2d



Possessives

Possessive 1
(answers will vary, write role for each set)

captain > the captain’s - voice
citizen > the citizen’s - group
Joseph > Joseph’s - room
man > the man’s - coat

nurse > the nurse’s - uniform
river > the river’s - name

boy > the boy’s - ball
Smith > the Smith’s - children

Anna > Anna’s - book
baby > the baby’s - bottle

Possessive Intro
girl > girl’s

father > father’s
dog > dog’s

mother > mother’s
Jack > Jack’s

Possessive 2
friend > friend’s
Sally > Sally’s
girl > girl’s
boy > boy’s

radio > radio’s

Possessive 3
(answers will vary, write role for each set)

crews > the crews’ - jobs
assistants > the assistants’ - help

volunteers > the volunteers’ - program
stores > the stores’ - merchandise

girls > the girls’ - rings
brothers > the brothers’ - jackets
players > the players’ - game

governors > the governors’ - meeting
scientists > the scientists’ - lab

eyes > your eyes’ - color

Possessive 4
(Add an apostrophe to form the 

possessive of plural nouns that end in s)
ropes > ropes’
knots > knots’

mailboxes > mailboxes’
letters > letters’

cats > cats’
paws > paws’

lamps > lamps’
bulbs > bulbs’

hairdressers > hairdressers’
scissors > scissors’

Possessive 5
cacti > the cacti’s - needles

women > the women’s - perfumes
media > the media’s - news

men > the men’s - suits
deer > the deer’s - antlers

sheep > the sheep’s - pasture
children > the children’s - toys

fish > the fish’s - gills
mice > the mice’s - traps
dice > the dice’s - dots

Possessive 6
(Add an ‘s to form the possessive of
plural nouns that do not end in s)

women > women’s
children > children’s

oxen > oxen’s
mice > mice’s

Possessive 7
you > your
he > his
she > her
we > our
I > my
it > its

they > their

Possesive 8
(A pronoun becomes a possessive adjective

when it is used to show possession.)
you, I, we, they, she

Possessive 9
Write 5 sentences using each of the possessive

rules. Underline your possessives and state the rule
you have used.



Prefixes

Prefix 1
a/shore - to or on land

a/loud - in the normal voice
a/side - to or toward the side

a/miss - wrong; improper
a/long - on or beside the length

a/lone - to refrain from
de/throne - to take away the throne
de/merit - a mark against someone

de/crease - to grow smaller, less
de/part - to go away

de/fault - to fail to do

Prefix 2
pre/historic - of the period before 

recorded history
pre/cook - time before cooking

pre/judge - to judge beforehand
pre/exist - to exist previously

pre/determine - to determine beforehand
re/view - look over again

re/print - to print over again
re/pay - to pay back

re/write - to write again
re/turn - to go, or come back
re/verse - turned backward
re/view - to look over again

Prefix 3
bi/cycle - two wheeled vehicle

bi/annual - coming twice a year
bi/plane - having two wings
bi/monthly - twice a month
bi/pedal - having two feet

semi/tropical - partly tropical
semi/circle - half circle
semi/solid - partly solid

semi/annual - half a year
semi/skilled - partly skilled

Prefix 4
tri/color - having three colors

tri/angle - having three angles
tri/pod - having three legs

tri/cycle - having three wheels
ex/change - to give out
ex/pound - to set forth
ex/tract - to draw out

ex/press - to squeeze out

Prefix 5
inter/state - between states

inter/face -space where two surfaces meet 
inter/cellular - between cells

inter/mission - interval of time between activity
inter/active - acting between

mis/trust - have no trust
mis/spell - to spell wrongly

mis/manage - badly managed
mis/match - badly matched

Prefix 6
out/cast - driven out, rejected

out/sell - to sell in greater amounts
out/weigh - to weigh more than
out/shine - to shine brighter or

longer than
out/rank - to exceed in rank

over/lap - to extend over a part of
over/hang - to hang over or project

over/look - to fail to notice
over/come - to master, prevail over
over/stay - to stay beyond the time

Prefix 7
post/season - after the season
post/script - after the writing

post/war - after the war
post/mark - to mark canceling postage

post/card - small card with postage
super/charge - to increase the power

super/abundant - being more than enough
super/scribe - to write at the top

super/star - a great performer
super/structure - additional structer on top

Prefix 8
trans/plant - to move from one place

trans/port - to carry away
trans/fix - to make motionless

trans/form - to change the form
trans/act - to carry on, complete

trans/verse - situated across
un/kind - not kind
un/fair - not fair

un/roll - not rolled
un/ceasing - not ceasing

un/comfortable - not comfortable



Rhyming Words

correct read

real

chef shell bell
rhyming  1

sway collect

bead cheek peak feel

heat feet deaf

rhyming  1

rhyming  1rhyming  1

rhyming  1rhyming  1

rhyming  1rhyming  1

rhyming  1

bath math save

cave jaw draw back

pack spray stay leave

weave three flee tray
rhyming  1rhyming  1

rhyming  1rhyming  1

rhyming  1rhyming  1

rhyming  1

rhyming  2rhyming  2

rhyming  2rhyming  2

rhyming  2rhyming  2

rhyming  2rhyming  2

fresh chess dress stretch

sketch shoe knew rice

slice chick brick pickle

nickel cheap creep

rhyming  2

rhyming  2rhyming  2

rhyming  2rhyming  2

rhyming  2rhyming  2

rhyming  2

jelly belly stem

them many penny invent

present step pep her

purr bird heard flesh

rhyming  3rhyming  3

rhyming  3rhyming  3

rhyming  3rhyming  3

rhyming  3rhyming  3

bike style smile filed

wild skill spill chilled

build filler pillar spring

string chime rhyme

rhyming  3

rhyming  3rhyming  3

rhyming  3rhyming  3

rhyming  3rhyming  3

rhyming  3

prick thick skid

slid middle fiddle dyed

pride fighter brighter stiff

cliff bite night hike

rhyming  4rhyming  4

rhyming  4rhyming  4

rhyming  4 rhyming  4

rhyming  4rhyming  4

given skies wise river

shiver busy dizzy block

chalk pocket rocket toad

showed frog log

rhyming  4 rhyming  4

rhyming  4 rhyming  4

rhyming  4 rhyming  4

rhyming  4 rhyming  4

think pink ripe

pipe zipped flipped birth

earth pitch which mission

addition kit bit driven

rhyming  5rhyming  5

rhyming  5 rhyming  5

rhyming  5rhyming  5

rhyming  5 rhyming  5

pawn mule fuel droopy

Snoopy tooth youth hope

rope hop drop stored

poured storm warm

rhyming  5 rhyming  5

rhyming  5 rhyming  5

rhyming  5 rhyming  5

rhyming  5 rhyming  5

joke soak cokes

folks stole roll mom

bomb blond yawned song

long hoof roof swan

rhyming  6rhyming  6

rhyming  6rhyming  6

rhyming  6rhyming  6

rhyming  6 rhyming  6

mouse drove clove enjoy

destroy duck stuck muddy

bloody fudge smudge run

done pure cure

rhyming  6 rhyming  6

rhyming  6 rhyming  6

rhyming  6 rhyming  6

rhyming  6 rhyming  6

forty sporty close

gross bought fought mother

brother cotton rotten proud

crowd sound pound blouse

rhyming  1 rhyming  2 rhyming  3

rhyming  4 rhyming  5 rhyming  6



Suffixes
Suffix: able
comfortable - can be comfortable, at ease
notable - worthy of notice
usable - that can be used
readable - capable of being read

Suffix: al
dismissal - suitable for removing
acquittal - suitable for releasing
refusal - suitable for declining
appraisal - suitable for a value

Suffix: ed
pasted - past of paste
fixed - past of fix
stayed - past of stay
liked - past of liked

Suffix: ance
relevance - state of being important
deliverance - state of being free
allegiance - state of being loyal
annoyance - state of being a nuisance

Suffix: ence
independence - state of being independent
difference - state of disagreement
reference - statement of one’s character
absence - state of being elsewhere

Suffix: ation
concentration - state of attention
transportation - state of hauling, carrying
invitation - state of encouragement
starvation - state of hunger

Suffix: ant
immigrant - one who is a newcomer
assistant - one who assists
inhabitant - a person who dwells in a place
pleasant - having an agreeable manner

Suffix: ent
independent - not being influenced by others
superindendent - one who is in charge
resident - one who lives in a place
excellent - has exceptional merit

Suffix: en
golden - made of or containing gold
written - set forth, authored
freshen - to make or become fresh
wooden - made of wood

Suffix: er
baker - one who bakes
beeper - a beeping electronic device
barber - one whose work is cutting
teacher - one who teaches

Suffix: est
greatest - most great
easiest - most easy
boldest - most bold
coldest - most cold

Suffix: ful
hopeful - full of hope
useful - full of use
dreadful - full of dread
thankful - full of thanks

Suffix: ish
foolish - sort of being silly
selfish - having little concern for others
greenish - sort of green
childish - sort of being a child

Suffix: ist
dentist - one who works with teeth
copyist - one who copies
cyclist - one who is a cycle rider
scientist - one who studies science

Suffix: ism
optimism - act of taking the most hopeful view
nationalism - devotion to one’s nation
patriotism - result of public spirit
criticism - act of making judgements

Suffix: ive
passive - having no resistance
defensive - of or for defense
aggressive - bold and active
sportive - in the nature of sport or fun

Suffix: ize
crystallize - to cause to become crystalline
materialize - to become fact
idolize - to make an idol of
sterilize - to make sterile

Suffix: ly
stately - being dignified
monthly - once a month
quickly - characteristic of speed
friendly - of or like a friend

Suffix: ness
kindness - quality of being kind
darkness - state of being dark
sadness - state of being sad
happiness - quality of being happy

Suffix: ment
movement - a means of moving
amazement - result of being amazed
government - a system of ruling
advertisement - a public notice

Suffix: or
actor - one who acts
decorator - one who decorates
governor - one who governs
sailor - one who sails

Suffix: ous
disastrous - full of disaster
nervous - full of fear
spacious - full of space
numerous - consisting of many persons or things

Suffix: some
awesome - inspiring awe
bothersome - tending to be bothered
tiresome - tending to be tiring
troublesome - characterized by or causing trouble

Suffix: y
runny - inclined to run
messy - inclined to making a mess
squeaky - inclined to squeak
hairy - having hair

Suffix 1

Suffix 2

Suffix 3

Suffix 4

Suffix 5

Suffix 6

Suffix 7

Suffix 8

Suffix 9

Suffix 10

Suffix 11

Suffix 12



Synonym

ape gorilla baby child

bear grizzly friend playmate

rabbit hare cottontail bunny

dog mutt pooch hound

syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro.

syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro.

syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro.

syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro. syn. intro.

fast wet

hunt hard

pull correct right

down quick

moist easy simple find

stiff tug

synonym 1synonym 1

synonym 1synonym 1

synonym 1 synonym 1

synonym 1synonym 1

big large thin

slim broad wide small

tiny tall high closed

shut go leave below
synonym 1

synonym 1

synonym  1

synonym 1

synonym 1

synonym 1

synonym 1

synonym 1

cool pest bug rim

edge land estate correct

mend bent curved grow

enlarge bathe wash
synonym 2synonym 2

synonym 2synonym 2

synonym 2 synonym 2

synonym 2synonym 2

synonym 2

actor character active

moving bump knock gun

rifle wig toupee hang

drape hear listen chill
synonym 2

synonym 2

synonym 2

synonym 2

synonym 2

synonym 2

synonym 2

howl creamy milky chart

graph help assist scissors

shears observe watch steal

rob stem stalk
synonym 3

synonym 3 synonym 3

synonym 3 synonym 3

synonym 3 synonym 3

synonym 3

hate dislike shop

buy shout yell spoil

rot bed spread comforter honor

praise ancient antique bark

synonym 3 synonym 3

synonym 3 synonym 3

synonym 3 synonym 3

synonym 3 synonym 3

marsh sweets

bag

loaf cattle steers
synonyms 4 synonyms 4

synonyms 4

synonyms 4synonyms 4

synonyms 4

synonyms 4

synonyms 4

outfit swamp

candy treasure prize hunger

starve sack bread

synonym 4

add tally animal

creature balance equalize boat

raft chair seat hide

bury sailor seaman suit

antonym 4

synonyms 4 synonyms 4

synonyms 4 synonyms 4

synonyms 4 synonym 4

synonyms 5

sphere break split cash

money keep save riddle

puzzle cord rope tire

wheel gift present
synonyms 5

synonyms 5synonyms 5

synonyms 5synonyms 5

synonyms 5synonyms 5

synonyms 5

home lodge stream

creek safe secure ticket

stub tip point kind

friendly apron smock ball
synonyms 5

synonyms 5

synonyms 5

synonyms 5

synonyms 5

synonyms 5

synonyms 5

synonyms 6

feel travel voyage track

footprint wind breeze sleep

slumber back spine add

total few least
synonyms 6

synonyms 6synonyms 6

synonyms 6 synonyms 6

synonyms 6synonyms 6

synonyms 6

worried upset hook

handle baggage luggage bright

shiny carry transfer work

job save rescue touch
synonyms 6synonyms 6

synonyms 6 synonyms 6

synonyms 6

synonyms 6

synonyms 6

synonym 7

pail cafeteria  lunchroom laugh

chuckle stable barn trim

cut trophy medal try

attempt sleep slumber
synonym 7

synonym 7synonym 7

synonym 7synonym 7

synonym 7synonym 7

synonym 7

permit grant trainer

teacher trap ambush trench

gutter airplane aircraft athlete

champion badge symbol bucket
synonym 7synonym 7

synonym 7synonym 7

synonym 7 synonym 7

v

synonym 1 synonym 2 synonym 3

synonym 4 synonyms 5 synonyms 6

synonym 7
synonym intro.
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